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Choose the correct word and rewrite the sentences. 
The first one has been done for you.

1. I see three (bird/birds).
Ans. I see three birds.

2. We eat four (egg/eggs).

3. I have six (apple/apples).

4. Father buys one (kite/kites).

5. He has two (glass/ glasses).

One and more than one
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6. There are ten (table/tables) in the room.

7. Teacher gives me one (pen/pens).

8. There are four (book/books) in my bag.

9. He gives me five (ball/balls).

10. We see seven (hen/hens).
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Fill in the blanks with 'a' and 'an'. Colour the pictures.

This is  ____  apple.

I see  ____  bird.

Teacher gives me  ____  pencil.

He eats  ____  egg.

It is  ____  umbrella.

She has  ____  cat.

We buy  ____  ice-cream.

He is  ____  little boy.

Mother gives me  ____  orange.

That is  ____  rat.
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Fill in the blanks with 'a' and 'an'. Colour the pictures.

It is ___ aeroplane.

Dhaka is ___ city.

That is ___ owl.

Banana is ___ fruit.

He is ___ young man.

Ayesha is ___ good girl.

The lion is ___ animal. 

This is ___ eagle. 

Abdullah eats ___ ice-cream.

We have ___ idea.
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1. Days and nights

2. Boys and girls

3. Man and woman

4. Doors and windows 

5. Animals and birds

6. Eyes and ears

7. Pens and pencils

8. Brothers and sisters 

9. Father and mother 

10. Apples and oranges

Pair Words

11. Cats and dogs

12. Sheep and goat

13. Morning and evening

14. Jars and cans

15. Boats and ships

16. Read and write

17. Cup and saucer

18. Teacher and student

19. Chair and table 

20. Shoes and socks
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Pair Words

Fill in the blanks:

1. There are 20 boys and                      in the class.

2. Our classroom has two doors and two                        .

3. Animals and                       live in the jungle. 

4. Allah gives us eyes and                       .

5. I have pens and                         in my bag.

6. Father and                         love me.

7. He likes apples and                             .

8. There are four sheep and three                       in the field.

9. Boats and                         sail in the sea.

10. Father buys shoes and                            for me.
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Circle the names of persons, animals, places and 

things. Write the circled names in the box. The first 

one has been done for you.

1. Rooms have windows. 

2. I like mangoes and oranges.

3. His mother is a teacher.

4. There is a hospital in our village.

5. Father buys a book.

6. Sheep gives us wool.

Naming Words

Rooms, windows
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7. His father is a teacher. 

8. My uncle has two sons.

9. Cows and goats give us milk.

10. The hen has five chickens.

11. Mother cooks in the kitchen. 

12. Boys play in the garden.

13. I drink juice. 

14. That is a red car.

15. There are shops in the market.

16. Cows eat grass.
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17. My aunt is a hafiza.

18. I read the Quran.

19. My school is neat and clean.

20. Amina is a kind girl.

21. The dog has four puppies. 

22. There are trees in the park.

23. The lion lives in the jungle. 

24. He is at the bus-station.

25. The farmer has three buffaloes.

 
26. Cats catch mice.
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Translation

আিম খাই। - I eat.

আিম যাই। - I go.

তুিম দৗড়াও। - You run.

তুিম ঘুমাও। - You sleep.

পািখরা উেড়। - Birds fly.

মআুয হােস। - Muaz laughs.

স পেড়। - He/She reads.

িরনা িলেখ। - Rina writes.

মা রান্না কেরন। - Mother cooks.

আিম হাঁটি। - I walk.

ঘাড়াটি দৗড়ায়। - The horse runs.

সাদ খেল। - Saad plays.

বাবা ধায়। - Father washes.

মােছরা সাঁতার কােট। - Fishes swim.
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ছেলরা বল খেল। - Boys play ball.

মেয়টি ফুল পছন্দ কের। - The girl likes flower.

তুিম পািন পান কেরা। - You drink water.

ফােতমা একটি পািখ দেখ - Fatema sees a bird.

আিম বাগােন যাই। - I go to the garden.

তারা কুরআন পেড় - Yasa sleeps at night.

তামরা রােত ঘুমাও। - You sleep at night.

স িবদ্যালেয় যায়। - She goes to school.

মা পািন পান কের। - Mother drinks water.

আমরা কমলা খাই। - We eat oranges.

স একজন মসুিলম বািলকা। - She is a muslim girl.

তারা পািখ দেখ। - They see birds.

আিম একজন ছাত্র/ছাত্রী। - You are a student.

আিমনা সালাত পেড়। - Amina prays salat.

স একজন ভােলা ছেল। - He is a good boy.
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১. তামরা রােত ঘুমাও।

২. স সু্কেল যায়। 

৩. মা পািন পান কের।

৪. আমরা কমলা খাই।

৫. স একজন মসুিলম বািলকা। 

৬. তারা পািখ দেখ।

৭. আিম একজন ছাত্র/ছাত্রী। 

৮. আিমনা সালাত পেড়।

৯. আবদলু্লাহ হােস।

১০. স একজন ভােলা ছেল। 

Translate into English
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Choose the correct doing words and rewrite the sentences.

1. The horse (run/runs).

2. Ali (write/writes) in his copy.

3. The moon (shine/shines) in the sky.

4. Birds (fly/flies). 

5. We (wash/washes) with soap.

6. The door (open/opens).

7. Teachers (teach/teaches).

8. The nose (smell/smells).

9. We (cut/cuts) with a knife.

Doing Words
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10. Fatima and Maryam (play/plays) with toys.

11. We ( keep / keeps )  siam for Allah.

 
12. He ( pray / prays ) Jumua salah.

13. They ( help / helps ) poor people.

14. I ( cook / cook ) chicken for my family. 

15. The girl ( buy / buys ) a pencil.

16. Abdullah ( wash / washes ) his face.

17. Teacher ( teach / teaches ) the students. 

18. Fatima ( go / goes ) to hospital.
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19. He (do / does)  his homework everyday.

20. Ali ( brush / brushes ) his teeth.

21. Fatima ( cry / cries ) for her mother.

22. They (play / plays ) in the garden.

23. Ali and Abdullah ( eat / eats ) banana.

24. Birds ( fly  / flies ) in the sky.

25. I ( brush / brushes) my teeth. 

26. She ( wash / washes ) her dress.
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Rearranging Words
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mniorgn - morning

cetahre - teacher

iltnse - listen

acihr - chair

iplecn - pencil

irwet - write

uotcn - count

escol - close

atsdn - stand

Btlea - table

grit - right

atsrem - stream

aktnh - thank

olok - look

arde - read

oidwnw - window

lroof - floor

ltltei - little

ietcsn - insect

iwed - wide
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Rearrange the letters to make a sensible word. 

mniorgn

cetahre 

iltnse 

acihr 

iplecn

irwet 

uotcn 

escol 

atsdn 

btlea 

grit 

atsrem 

aktnh 

olok 

arde 

oidwnw 

lroof 

ltltei 

ietcsn 

iwed 


